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A B S T R A C T 

Samples of young Type Ia superno vae hav e shown ‘early excess’ emission in a few cases. Similar excesses are predicted by some 
explosion and progenitor scenarios and hence can provide important clues regarding the origin of thermonuclear supernovae. 
They are, ho we ver, only predicted to last up to the first few days following explosion. It is therefore unclear whether such 

scenarios are intrinsically rare or whether the relatively small sample size simply reflects the difficulty in obtaining sufficiently 

early detections. To that end, we perform toy simulations co v ering a range of surv e y depths and cadences, and investigate the 
efficiency with which young Type Ia supernovae are recovered. As input for our simulations, we use models that broadly co v er 
the range of predicted luminosities. Based on our simulations, we find that in a typical 3 d cadence surv e y, only ∼10 per cent 
of Type Ia supernovae would be detected early enough to rule out the presence of an excess. A 2 d cadence, ho we ver, should 

see this increase to ∼15 per cent. We find comparable results from more detailed simulations of the Zwicky Transient Facility 

surv e ys. Using the reco v ery efficiencies from these detailed simulations, we investigate the number of young Type Ia supernovae 
expected to be discovered assuming some fraction of the population comes from scenarios producing an excess at early times. 
Comparing the results of our simulations to observations, we find that the intrinsic fraction of Type Ia supernovae with early flux 

excesses is ∼ 28 

+ 13 
−11 per cent . 

K ey words: radiati ve transfer – supernovae: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he optical sky is being studied in unprecedented detail thanks to 
odern all-sky surveys such as the All-Sky Automated Survey for 
upernovae (ASAS-SN; Shappee et al. 2014 ), Asteroid Terrestrial- 

mpact Last Alert System (ATLAS; Tonry et al. 2018 ), and Zwicky
ransient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al. 2019a ; Graham et al. 2019 ;
asci et al. 2019 ; Dekany et al. 2020 ). The increased cadence and

rea of these surv e ys hav e allo wed for ne w and unique behaviours
o be observed, including for objects that were once thought to 
e relatively homogeneous, such as Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia). 
onsensus in the literature points to thermonuclear explosions of 
hite dwarfs in binary systems as the origin of SNe Ia (Livio &
azzali 2018 ; Wang 2018 ; Jha, Maguire & Sulli v an 2019 ; Soker

019 ). There is little consensus, ho we v er, o v er e xactly the nature of
he progenitor and explosion scenarios. In addition, observations at 
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ncreasingly early times are highlighting new and poorly understood 
henomena and therefore could provide key diagnostic evidence for 
iscriminating between different scenarios (e.g. Nugent et al. 2011 ; 
iang et al. 2017 ). 

The first in-depth investigation of the progenitor system’s impact 
n the early light curves of SNe Ia was provided by Kasen ( 2010 ),
ho studied the emission generated following interaction between 

he SN ejecta and companion star. During the interaction, the ejecta
ecomes shock heated and eventually results in ultraviolet (UV) 
nd optical emission lasting up to a few days as the shocked ejecta
xpands and cools. The strength of this emission is determined 
y the properties of the binary system and viewing angle of the
bserv er. F ollowing from the arguments presented by Kasen ( 2010 ),
iu, Moriya & Stancliffe ( 2015 ) investigate the range of companion

nteraction signatures that may be expected from binary population 
ynthesis calculations. Related to the companion interaction scenario, 
iro & Morozova ( 2016 ) investigate interaction between the SN
jecta and circumstellar material. This scenario behaves in a similar 
anner to that of companion interaction and therefore produces 
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Figure 1. Representative examples of light curves for the four model 
scenarios considered in this work. 
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imilar observational signatures, namely an excess of UV and optical
ux within the first few days of explosion. 
Instead of interaction, an excess of flux at early times can also

e produced by certain explosion scenarios. The double detonation
cenario involves the accretion of a helium shell on to the surface
f the white dwarf (Livne 1990 ; Livne & Glasner 1991 ; Woosley &
eaver 1994 ). During the explosion, burning within the helium shell

an lead to the production of short-lived radioactive isotopes, such as
6 Ni, 52 Fe, and 48 Cr. The decay of these isotopes in the outer ejecta
rives the early emission for the first few days following explosion
Jiang et al. 2017 ; Noebauer et al. 2017 ; Polin, Nugent & Kasen
019 ; Magee et al. 2021 ). Depending on the mass and composition
f the helium shell, a wide variety of behaviours at early times can
e produced (Maeda et al. 2018 ; Magee et al. 2021 ). Similarly, shells
r clumps of 56 Ni present in the outer ejecta could also lead to excess
mission at early times, before the primary 56 Ni mass in the inner
jecta powers the main rise of the light curve (Dimitriadis et al. 2019 ;
agee & Maguire 2020 ). Such clumps could arise from deflagrations

n Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarfs (Seitenzahl et al. 2016 ). 
Observations of SNe Ia within these crucial early phases are

ecoming increasingly routine and, as such, dedicated searches for
he signatures of these scenarios have been undertaken. Cao et al.
 2015 ) present observations of iPTF14atg, the first SN Ia disco v ered
ith a prominent UV flash at early times. The origin of this early

xcess is contentious, with arguments presented for and against
nteraction scenarios (Cao et al. 2015 ; Liu et al. 2015 ; Kromer et al.
016 ). Subsequent in-depth analyses for the few SNe Ia with clear
arly e xcesses hav e demonstrated the wide variety of early emission
ehaviours observed (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017 ; Jiang et al. 2017 ;
e et al. 2019 ; Dimitriadis et al. 2019 ; Shappee et al. 2019 ; Miller

t al. 2020 ; Ni et al. 2022 ). It is likely that more than one scenario is
equired to explain the full diversity observed (Magee et al. 2021 ). 

While a handful of SNe Ia with early excesses are now known,
t is not clear whether the scenarios producing such excesses are
ntrinsically rare or whether we simply lack sufficient co v erage
t early times to detect them. In this work, we perform a direct
nvestigation of the efficiency with which early excesses in the light
urves of SNe Ia are reco v ered. We further use this analysis to place
imits on the rate of objects with such excesses. In Section 2 , we
iscuss the different model scenarios used as part of this work.
ection 3 provides a description of SIMSURVEY 

1 (Feindt et al. 2019 ),
hich is used to perform our simulations of surv e ys with various
ifferent observing strategies. In Section 4 , we present the results of
 series of toy simulations that directly explore the impact of cadence
nd observing depth on the reco v ery efficienc y of young SNe Ia.
ection 5 presents the results of simulations based on observing logs
rom ZTF. Section 6 uses our simulations of the actual ZTF observing
trategy to calculate the rate of SNe Ia from ZTF and places limits on
he intrinsic fraction of SNe Ia that may produce early flux excesses.

e discuss our results in Section 7 . Finally, in Section 8 , we present
ur conclusions. 

 M O D E L  SN  IA  L I G H T  C U RV E S  

ere, we outline the different models used as part of our surv e y
imulations. These models were chosen due to the great diversity in
heir early time behaviours and general similarities to observed flux
xcesses, which will allow us to place meaningful constraints on the
xpected rates of early time flux excesses in SNe Ia. 
NRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
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.1 Model scenarios 

ach model is based on one of the following four scenarios:
6 Ni mixing, companion interaction, double detonation, and 56 Ni
lumps. The free parameters for each scenario are given in Table 1 .
ere, we provide a brief overview of each scenario. References

or more detailed information are given in Table 1 . A selection of
epresentative light curves is also shown in Fig. 1 . 

All model light curves were calculated using TURTLS (Magee et al.
018 , 2021 ; Magee & Maguire 2020 ). Briefly, TURTLS is a one-
imensional Monte Carlo radiative transfer code for modelling ther-
onuclear SNe. The structure of the ejecta is a free parameter in the

imulations and therefore TURTLS can be used to explore a multitude
f different explosion scenarios. During each TURTLS simulation,
ARDIS (Kerzendorf & Sim 2014 ) is used to calculate opacities
hroughout the model. One of the limitations of TURTLS is the
ssumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and therefore
imulations are stopped 30 d after explosion. We note ho we ver that,
y comparing spectra calculated using LTE and non-LTE ionization
pproximations, Shen et al. ( 2021 ) have recently demonstrated that
he differences between the two ionization treatments are negligible
ntil approximately 2 weeks after maximum light. Therefore, the
ssumption of LTE should have a minimal impact on the light curves
f our models. Nevertheless, the model light curves used in this
ork do not co v er the full decline after maximum light. While this

tudy primarily focuses on the reco v ery efficienc y during the earliest
hases and not around maximum light, we also assess the impact
f this limitation. We calculate additional surv e y simulations using
N Ia templates from Hsiao et al. ( 2007 ), which represents the mean
volution of the SN Ia spectral energy distribution (SED), based
n the compilation of a large sample of observed spectra. This is
iscussed further in Section 5.1 . 
For the first scenario considered here, 56 Ni mixing in

handrasekhar-mass explosions, we use the models provided by
agee et al. ( 2018 , 2020 ). These models have been previously

hown to broadly reproduce the light-curve shapes and colours of
ultiple SNe Ia without flux excesses at early times (Magee et al.

020 ; Deckers et al. 2022 ). They may therefore be considered as

https://simsurvey.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
art/stac1045_f1.eps
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Table 1. Model properties. 

Free parameter Values studied 

56 Ni mixing a 

Kinetic energy (10 51 erg) 0.50, 0.60, 0.65, 0.78, 
1.10, 1.40, 1.68, 1.81, 

2.18 
56 Ni mass (M �) 0.5 
56 Ni distribution, s 3, 4.4, 9.7 

Companion interaction a , b , c 

Kinetic energy (10 51 erg) 0.65, 1.10, 1.68 
56 Ni mass (M �) 0.5 
56 Ni distribution, s 3, 9.7 
Companion separation, a (cm) 2 × 10 13 , 2 × 10 12 , 

5 × 10 11 , 3 × 10 13 

Viewing angle 0 ◦, 45 ◦, 90 ◦, 135 ◦

Double detonation d 

Core mass (M �) 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 
Helium shell mass (M �) 0.01, 0.04, 0.07, 0.10 
Fraction of shell burned 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 
Helium shell composition 32 S, 48 Cr, 52 Fe, 56 Ni 

56 Ni clump e 

Core 56 Ni mass (M �) 0.6, 0.8 
Kinetic energy (10 51 erg) 1.68, 1.10 
Core 56 Ni distribution, s 4.4, 9.7 
56 Ni clump mass (M �) 0.000, 0.005, 0.010, 

0.020, 0.030, 0.040 
56 Ni clump width (M �) 0.06, 0.18 

Note. Further details for each model scenario are provided in the following 
references: a Magee et al. ( 2020 ); b Kasen ( 2010 ); c Brown et al. ( 2012 ); 
d Magee et al. ( 2021 ); e Magee & Maguire ( 2020 ). 
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epresentativ e e xamples of relativ ely ‘normal’ SNe Ia and will serv e
s useful reference points in comparison to models that do produce 
ux excesses. Each model is characterized by the 56 Ni mass, 56 Ni 
istribution, and density profile. The shape of the density profile is
etermined by the kinetic energy, while the 56 Ni distribution is given 
sing the following functional form for the 56 Ni mass fraction at 
ass coordinate m : 

6 Ni ( m ) = 

1 

exp ( s [ m − M Ni ] / M �) + 1 
, (1) 

here M Ni is the total 56 Ni mass in M � and s is the scaling parameter,
ontrolling how quickly the ejecta transitions from 

56 Ni-rich to 56 Ni- 
oor. Both the density profile and 56 Ni distribution have a significant 
mpact on the early light curve. Magee et al. ( 2020 ) showed how the
6 Ni distribution of SNe Ia can vary greatly, but the vast majority
f SNe Ia considered in their sample were reasonably well matched 
y intermediate to extended 56 Ni distributions. None of the SNe Ia 
onsidered were reproduced by models in which there is a sharp
ransition between 56 Ni-rich and 56 Ni-poor regions of the ejecta. In 
he parametrization used by Magee et al. ( 2020 ), these models are
iven by large s values (e.g. s = 21 100), while smaller s values
ndicate a more extended distribution (e.g. s = 3, 4.4), with 56 Ni
resent throughout the entire ejecta. Given the disagreement between 
he highly stratified models and observations of SNe Ia, we do not
onsider such models as part of our simulations here. For this work,
e take the models with 0.5 M � of 56 Ni used by Deckers et al. ( 2022 ),
hich are consistent with the peak luminosities of SNe Ia from ZTF
Deckers et al. 2022 ) and other studies (e.g. Scalzo et al. 2014 ). In
his case, for s = 3, the 56 Ni fraction in the outermost ejecta is ∼0.06,
hile for s = 9.7 it is approximately two orders of magnitude lower

see also fig. 1 of Magee et al. 2020 ). 
In addition to 56 Ni mixing, we also consider the impact of

nteraction with a companion red-giant or main-sequence star for 
handrasekhar-mass e xplosions. F or this purpose, we take a subset
f the previously described 56 Ni mixing models (see Table 1 ) as the
ase models. For each of these models, we add the flux produced by
ompanion interaction. We use the analytical expressions presented 
y Kasen ( 2010 ) (equations 22 and 25) to calculate the blackbody
mission for a given binary separation ( a ). We note that a few
implifying assumptions are made for these analytical expressions, 
articularly with regards to the shape of the density profile and
he opacity. Nev ertheless, the y are still useful as an indication
f the luminosity expected, are generally consistent with more 
etailed numerical simulations (Kasen 2010 ), and have been used 
n numerous studies to search for signs of interaction (e.g. Hayden
t al. 2010 ; Brown et al. 2012 ; Cao et al. 2015 ; Olling et al. 2015 ;
iller et al. 2020 ). For each underlying 56 Ni mixing model, following

rom Kasen ( 2010 ), we consider four types of companions: a ∼1 M �
ed giant ( a = 2 × 10 13 cm), a ∼6 M � main-sequence star ( a =
 × 10 12 cm), a ∼2 M � main-sequence star ( a = 5 × 10 11 cm),
nd a ∼1 M � main-sequence star ( a = 3 × 10 11 cm). In addition,
rown et al. ( 2012 ) present an analytical expression for the variation
f the blackbody emission as a function of viewing angle (see
heir equation 3 ). For a given underlying 56 Ni mixing model and
ompanion, we calculate the emission for four viewing angles: 0 ◦,
5 ◦, 90 ◦, and 135 ◦. Models observed at 0 ◦ are viewed directly along
he line of sight of the shocked region and therefore will show the
trongest signs of interaction. Those viewed at 180 ◦, however, would
ot show signs of interaction and therefore are the same as models
ithout an additional blackbody component. 
Despite arising from a different mechanism, the early excesses 

roduced by double detonation explosions may be qualitatively 
imilar to those of companion interaction (Maeda et al. 2018 ). In
ouble detonation models, the observables are strongly affected by 
he post-explosion composition of the helium shell (e.g. Kromer et al.
010 ). For those models containing large amounts of iron-group 
lements and short-li ved radioacti ve isotopes (in the form of 56 Ni,
2 Fe, or 48 Cr), an excess of flux is produced at early times (Jiang et al.
017 ; Noebauer et al. 2017 ), while observables around maximum
ight are typically characterized by red colours and spectra that are
nconsistent with normal SNe Ia (Hoeflich & Khokhlov 1996 ; H ̈oflich
t al. 1996 ; Kromer et al. 2010 ; Woosley & Kasen 2011 ). Magee et al.
 2021 ) present a series of sub-Chandrasekhar mass double detonation
odels exploring the impact of the helium shell mass and composi-

ion on the synthetic observables. For this work, we take those models
rom Magee et al. ( 2021 ) with 56 Ni, 52 Fe, or 48 Cr dominated shells.
n all cases, a flux excess is produced at early times, the strength
nd duration of which depends on both the mass and composition of
he helium shell. Conversely, models that do not contain iron-group 
lements in the shell, but are instead dominated by intermediate- 
ass elements (such as 32 S), do not produce an excess. Instead,

hese models are generally consistent with normal SNe Ia (Kromer 
t al. 2010 ; Townsley et al. 2019 ; Magee et al. 2021 ). We therefore
lso include models from Magee et al. ( 2021 ) with 32 S-dominated
hells, as further examples of normal SNe Ia without flux excesses. 

Our final scenario, 56 Ni clumps in the outer ejecta following 
handrasekhar-mass explosions, is qualitatively similar to double 
etonations in which the post-explosion helium shell is dominated 
y 56 Ni. A clump of 56 Ni in the outer ejecta was suggested as one
MNRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Distributions of absolute g -band magnitudes for input models at 
1 d after explosion. 
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ossible explanation for the flux e xcess observ ed in SN 2018oh
Dimitriadis et al. 2019 ). Following from this, Magee & Maguire
 2020 ) investigate 56 Ni clumps and their impact on light curves and
pectra up to maximum light. Magee & Maguire ( 2020 ) take fiducial
odels from Magee et al. ( 2020 ) that reproduce the light curves of
Ne 2017cbv and 2018oh around maximum light, but ignore the
arly flux excesses. To match the shape of the flux excesses, Magee
 Maguire ( 2020 ) add a clump of 56 Ni into the outer ejecta of

ach fiducial model and calculate light curves and spectra. For each
ducial model, they test the range of clump masses and distributions
equired to match the early observations (see fig. 2 of Magee &

aguire 2020 ). For our survey simulations, we include all models
ith 56 Ni clumps from Magee & Maguire ( 2020 ) and extend this to

nclude additional smaller mass 56 Ni clumps calculated as part of this
ork. Furthermore, Magee & Maguire ( 2020 ) compare their clump
odels to those with different 56 Ni distributions. We also include

hese models, and the fiducial SNe 2017cbv and 2018oh models
ithout excesses, in our survey simulations. Again, these models rep-

esent normal SNe Ia that do not produce flux excesses at early times.
Across each of these four scenarios, a total of 313 models are used

n this work. This includes 31 56 Ni mixing models, 96 companion
nteraction models, 168 double detonation models, and 18 56 Ni clump

odels. In Fig. 2 , we show the distribution of absolute g -band
agnitudes at 1 d after explosion for each of our models. While these
odels co v er a range of light curv e beha viours, the full ev olution

f each underlying model itself is not o v erly important. The most
ele v ant aspect for this work is the behaviour of each model within
he first few days after explosion. Again, the models included as part
f our simulations were chosen due to the broad range of early light
urves predicted. 

.2 Early excess classification 

he models included in our surv e y simulations show significant
ariation in their early light curves. To aid in the interpretation of our
esults, it is useful to classify each model based on this behaviour. We
herefore present three classifications: no excess, bump, or shoulder.

Our first classification, no excess, is shown in Fig. 3 (a). Of our 313
odels, 70 would not be expected to contain an excess. This includes

ll 31 56 Ni mixing models [as demonstrated by Magee et al. ( 2020 ), a
onotically decreasing 56 Ni distribution towards the outer ejecta will
NRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
ot produce an early excess] and the 39 double detonation models
ith 32 S-dominated shells. The latter are clearly seen in Fig. 1 (c). 
For the remaining 243 models, some show an early peak followed

y a sharp decline (Fig. 3 b), while others exhibit a quick rise
nitially followed by a small plateau before joining the main rise of
he light curve (Fig. 3 c). These two examples demonstrate the need
or classification, as models with an early decline may typically be
ainter at early times than those with a plateau. This could make
hem generally more difficult to detect early. To separate these cases,
e define models as containing ‘bumps’ if they show a decline
f at least 0.1 mag within the first 5 d after explosion. The choice
f 0.1 mag is arbitrary, but does not have an effect on our results.
his classification scheme is simply made to better understand our

esults, but does not impact our surv e y simulations. Models that
o contain an excess and do not decline by 0.1 mag are classified
s having ‘shoulders’. We also note that this classification scheme
s based on models (i.e. a priori knowledge of the underlying light
urve) and cannot necessarily be easily transferred to observations.
n particular, discriminating between a broad light curve, a bump,
nd a shoulder in real SNe Ia may be difficult due to limited data and
ncomplete sampling (e.g. a typical 3 d cadence). Representative
xamples of our three early light curve classifications are given in
ig. 3 . 

 S I M S U RV E Y 

e use SIMSURVEY (Feindt et al. 2019 ) throughout our analysis.
IMSURVEY is a publicly available python package for simulating
rbitrary surv e y schedules and/or transients. It has also been suc-
essfully applied to investigating the rates of SNe and kilonovae
Feindt et al. 2019 ; De et al. 2020 ; Kasliwal et al. 2020 ; Almualla
t al. 2021 ; Andreoni et al. 2021 ; Sagu ́es Carracedo et al. 2021 ).
or each simulation, a survey plan and transient model(s) are
equired. 

The surv e y plan is given as a list of pointings for each observation
nd includes the time of observation, right ascension and declination,
lter, and limiting magnitude. To demonstrate the impact of surv e y
trategy on the early excess recovery efficiency, we explore a series
f toy surv e y plans for which we arbitrarily select a fixed cadence
f 0.2–7.0 d and a uniform 5 σ limiting magnitude of 18–25 in both
he g and r bands. The results of our toy simulations are given in
ection 4 . 
In addition, we simulate four realistic surv e y plans based on

bserving logs from ZTF: ZTF I, ZTF I public, ZTF II public,
nd high cadence. By using real observing logs from ZTF, these
imulations naturally include time lost due to weather and variations
n image quality and our predictions can be directly compared
ith observations. The results of these simulations are presented

n Section 5 . Observing time for ZTF is split across multiple
ifferent public and partnership surv e ys (Bellm et al. 2019b ). Our
ZTF I’ surv e y plan is based on approximately the first year of
TF operations (March 2018 to December 2018). During this time,
lmost 40 per cent of the total observing time was allocated to a
ublic 3 d cadence surv e y of the northern sky. A large fraction of
he partnership observing time was allocated to an extragalactic high
adence surv e y, with six visits ev ery night for selected fields. Further
etails of the surv e ys constituting ZTF observing time are given in
ellm et al. ( 2019b ). In ZTF I, we include all of the public and
artnership observations (but exclude proprietary Caltech time). The
ZTF I public’ surv e y plan is formed from a subset of the ZTF I plan
nd includes only observations from the public surv e y. Since the
nd of 2020, the cadence of the ZTF public surv e y has increased
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Figure 3. Representativ e e xamples of early flux excess classifications. Models are classified as having bumps if they show a decline of > 0.1 mag after an initial 
peak. Otherwise models with early excesses are classified as having shoulders. 

Table 2. Surv e y plans used for ZTF simulations. 

Surv e y plan Area Duration Cadence (d) 

ZTF I 24 000 deg 2 Mar. 2018 to Dec. 2018 3.0 
ZTF I public 24 000 deg 2 Mar. 2018 to Dec. 2018 3.0 
ZTF II public 24 000 deg 2 Dec. 2020 to May 2021 2.0 
High cadence 110 deg 2 Apr. 2018 to July 2018 0.5 
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o 2 d. Therefore ‘ZTF II public’ includes the first 6 months of
bservations from this higher cadence public surv e y . Finally , the
high cadence’ surv e y plan is also formed from a subset of the
TF I surv e y plan. Here, we select the most well-observ ed fields
nd include all observations from the public and partnership surv e ys.
or these fields, the typical cadence is significantly higher at 0.5 d.
etails of each surv e y strate gy are giv en in Table 2 , including the

rea, length of time co v ered by our simulations, and median cadence
er field. 

In addition to the surv e y plan, we also require a transient generator,
hich produces the observed light curves based on an underlying 
odel SED, extinction, and redshift. As the relative rates of SNe Ia
ith early excesses are unknown, in each surv e y simulation we

ssume that only one type of transient will occur (using the models
escribed in Section 2 ). For our toy simulations, we focus on a
pecific subset of the models, which is discussed in Section 4 . For our
ore realistic ZTF simulations, we simulate all of the 313 models 

or each surv e y plan. Transient coordinates are randomly selected 
rom the area of each surv e y plan. We include Milky Way extinction,
ased on the Galactic extinction map from Schlegel, Finkbeiner & 

avis ( 1998 ), and host extinction following from Feindt et al. ( 2019 ),
here R V = 2 and E ( B − V ) is randomly selected from an exponential
istribution with a rate of λ = 0.11. The time of explosion for each
ransient is randomly sampled from the duration of each surv e y plan.
inally, transients are injected up to redshift z = 0.1, beyond which

he reco v ery efficienc y decreases significantly. In each simulation, 
e generate 100 000 transients and calculate the fraction reco v ered.
his results in approximately 31 million transients simulated per 
TF surv e y plan. 
Throughout this work, we use ‘detections’ to refer to simulated 

bservations in which the flux is greater than the flux uncertainty and
nconsistent with zero, for example 5 σ detections. We use ‘recovered’ 
o refer to any transient that has at least two 5 σ detections at any
oint in the light curve across all bands or meets the stricter criteria
escribed in later sections (e.g. Section 6 ). 
 TOY  SI MULATI ONS  

e first demonstrate the importance of surv e y depth and cadence
n the reco v ery efficienc y of young SNe Ia using a series of toy
imulations. We also show how changes in the early luminosity (for
xample the presence of an excess) affect these reco v ery efficiencies.
or these toy simulations, we assume uniform cadence and surv e y
epth for the g and r bands. Although unrealistic, this allows us
o directly demonstrate the impro v ements that may be expected for
igher cadence and/or fainter observations. 
As input for our to y simulations, we tak e a fiducial model without

n early excess and compare the early reco v ery efficienc y to models
ith an excess. As our fiducial model without an excess we select one
f our mixing models with an intermediate 56 Ni distribution. For our
xcess comparisons, we select the models to which the companion 
nteraction signature has been added to the fiducial model. For these
urposes, we investigate two types of companions, a 1 M � main-
equence star and a 6 M � main-sequence star. For both types of
ompanions, we also include the full range of viewing angles given
n Table 1 . The input model light curves are shown in Fig. 4 . In
ig. 4 , we also show the maximum redshift at which various absolute
agnitudes would be visible, assuming a 5 σ limiting magnitude of 
 g = 20.8. From Fig. 4 , it is clear that our fiducial model could
nly be observed at ∼1 d after explosion if it was extremely nearby
 � 15 Mpc). The signatures of companion interaction with a 1 M � MS
ompanion star increase the early luminosity by 2–4 mag, depending 
n the viewing angle. As such, the models should be detectable at
 d after explosion out to 40–120 Mpc. Likewise, interaction with a
 M � MS companion increases the early luminosity by 3–5 mag and
ence should be detectable out to 80–230 Mpc. Early excesses that
ncrease the luminosity by a factor of X should similarly increase the
bservable distance by a factor of 

√ 

X . 
Fig. 5 shows the results of our toy simulations and gives the

ercentage of injected models that are reco v ered within 1 and 3 d
f explosion for various combinations of survey depth and cadence. 
p to 1 d after explosion, our fiducial model is not recovered for

lmost all toy surv e ys. As shown by Fig. 4 , this results from the
aint luminosity at this time, which will only be observable for the
ost nearby cases. With a surv e y depth of m ∼ 25, the first ∼1 d of

ur fiducial model would be observable out to ∼100 Mpc; however,
 high cadence is also required to actually observe these fleeting
oments. Even in these cases, � 1 per cent of our injected fiducial
odels are reco v ered within 1 d of explosion. Increasing the early

uminosity by ∼3 mag results in ∼0.05 per cent of SNe Ia being
MNRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Input model light curves for our fiducial model and models to 
which companion interaction has been added. For each companion, we show 

four dif ferent vie wing angles, as gi ven in Table 1 . As the viewing angle 
increases, the companion interaction signature decreases. Dashed horizontal 
lines and values in grey give the maximum luminosity distance at which each 
absolute magnitude is visible, assuming a 5 σ limiting magnitude of m g = 20.8. 
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etected within 1 d of explosion for a typical depth and cadence of
1 and 3 d. Further increasing the early luminosity by an additional
2.5 mag results in ∼1.2 per cent of the injected models being

eco v ered within 1 d of explosion. As shown by Fig. 4 , a typical
urv e y depth of ∼21 would be sensitive to these SNe up to a redshift
f ∼220 Mpc. By 3 d after explosion, our fiducial model would
till only be visible out to ∼100 Mpc (see Fig. 4 ). At this time,
0.15 per cent of our injected fiducial models have been reco v ered

or a typical depth and cadence of 21 and 3 d. In comparison, 0.5–
 per cent of the excess models have been reco v ered. Despite being a
imilar magnitude to the fiducial model at this time, the excess model
hown in Fig. 5 was significantly brighter at earlier times and hence
ore of the injected models have been recovered. 
From Fig. 5 , the impact of cadence is less significant than surv e y

epth on determining the number of young SNe Ia disco v ered.
oving from a 3–2 d cadence for the same survey depth likewise

esults in ∼50 per cent more SNe Ia disco v ered within approxi-
ately 1 d of explosion. We note ho we ver that a reasonably high

adence would be necessary to, for e xample, resolv e the shape of
he early excess and provide tighter constraints on pre-explosion
on-detections. In Section 5 , we compare the results of our toy
imulations to the more detailed simulations of ZTF. In addition,
hese toy simulations assume uniform cadence for both bands and
herefore may not necessarily be applicable to surv e ys with more
omplicated scheduling. For example, the upcoming Vera C. Rubin
bservatory’s Le gac y Surv e y of Space & Time (LSST; Ivezic et al.
009 ; LSST Science Collaboration 2009 ) is expected to reach a
ingle-visit depth of ∼24 in the g and r bands. Based on Fig. 5 ,
ne may naively expect that � 10 per cent of all SNe Ia up to z
 0.1 would be disco v ered by LSST early enough to determine
hether an excess is present. The baseline minion 1016 observing

trategy has a typical inter-night gap of ∼3 d across all bands, while
he gap for same-band observations could be � 15 d. Since excesses
re predicted to be prominent in blue bands and not redder bands,
his could result in cases where the SN excess is simply below
he detection threshold in redder bands even though the field was
bserv ed. Hence, the reco v ery fractions giv en in Fig. 5 would be
 v erly optimistic. The proposed altsched observing strategy does
NRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
ave a typical inter-gap for r -band observations of ∼3 d; however, the
ap between g -band observations remains large. We therefore caution
gainst o v er interpretation of Fig. 5 for surv e ys with complicated
cheduling requirements. More detailed simulations are necessary to
ully understand the effect of these on the reco v ery of young SNe Ia.

 ZTF  SI MULATI ONS  

.1 General reco v ery efficiency 

ere, we briefly discuss the o v erall reco v ery efficienc y of ZTF. In
ig. 6 , we show a sky-map of the reco v ery fraction for our ZTF I
urv e y plan, which includes all of the 313 models discussed in
ection 2 . As demonstrated by Fig. 6 , our ZTF I (and indeed ZTF I
nd II public) surv e y plan include fields around the Galactic plane,
hich have significantly smaller reco v ery fractions than other sky
ositions. We exclude those transients injected close to the Galactic
lane ( | b | < 15 ◦) from our reco v ery statistics. 
We find the mean reco v ery fraction for our ZTF I surv e y plan

s ∼56 per cent. This accounts for transients that were lost due
o occurring in fields not observed when the SN was active and
hose falling into field/chip gaps, in addition to those that simply
ere not bright enough to pass the detection criteria. For the ZTF I

nd II public surv e y plans, we find similar reco v ery efficiencies.
nsurprisingly, the high cadence surv e y plan has the highest

eco v ery efficienc y ( ∼90 per cent) as it is focused on a much smaller
rea and time. Fig. 4 demonstrates that ZTF should be sensitive
o SNe Ia across the entire redshift range of our simulations ( z ≤
.1) for a few weeks surrounding maximum light. As such, we find
nly minor decreases in the reco v ery efficiencies at higher redshift
ompared to low redshift (4–8 per cent). 

As previously mentioned, the light curves used in these simulations
xtend up to approximately a few days after maximum light. The
 v erall reco v ery fractions discussed thus far for our ZTF simulations
ill therefore typically be lower than simulations that include the

ull light-curve evolution. To assess the impact of this limitation, we
erform additional simulations using each of our surv e y plans and the
siao et al. ( 2007 ) spectroscopic template. We use two light curves
ased on this template; the first extends up to 40 d post-maximum
full), and the second extends up to only 5 d post-maximum (early).

hen using only the early Hsiao et al. ( 2007 ) template light curve, we
nd reco v ery efficiencies comparable to our other ZTF simulations.
hen considering the full light curve ho we ver, there is a � 13 per cent

ncrease in the o v erall fraction of transients reco v ered across the
edshift range simulated for all of our surv e y plans. The more limited
ight-curv e co v erage for the models used in this work therefore has
nly a minor impact on our ability to reco v er transients, but the
 v erall reco v ery efficiencies quoted here should be considered as
ower limits with an absolute uncertainty of ∼13 per cent. This does
ot impact the reco v ery efficiencies for young SNe Ia, which are the
ain focus of this work. 

.2 Phase of first detection 

ig. 7 shows the cumulative distribution of rest-frame phases at which
he injected transients are first detected at 5 σ . This is shown for each
f our excess classifications (see Section 2.2 ) and survey plans. 
From Fig. 7 , the median detection phase from the high cadence

urv e y plan is 4–5 d after explosion depending on the early excess
lassification. Almost all first detections have been made by 7–9 d
fter e xplosion. F or the no excess models, � 0.2 per cent (12 per cent)
f detections have been made by 1 d (3 d) after explosion. These re-
ults are comparable to our expectations based on the toy simulations
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Figure 5. Percentage of injected transients reco v ered within 1 (top) and 3 (bottom) d of explosion for arbitrary surv e y depths and cadences. For each model, 
we give the absolute g -band magnitude at both times. We note that the colour bar is shown on a log-scale. 

Figure 6. Reco v ery fraction for our ZTF I surv e y plan at different positions 
on the sky. 
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hown in Fig. 5 . Assuming a typical depth and cadence of 21 and
.5 d, for models without excesses 0–1 per cent of the injected light
urves should be recovered within ∼1 d of explosion, depending on 
heir exact light curve shape (see Fig. 3 ). Likewise, 5.5–6.5 per cent
32–35 per cent) of first detections occur within 1 d (3 d) for the bump
nd shoulder models. Given the typical luminosities of the bump and 
houlder models, our toy simulations indicate that 2–6 per cent of the
ight curves are recovered within 1 d of explosion. This is again com-
arable to the prediction from our detailed ZTF simulation. Our toy 
imulations are therefore consistent with the more detailed ZTF simu- 
ations to within a factor of approximately a few. Discrepancies likely 
rise from differences in the specific light curve shapes of the models
sed in the ZTF simulations compared to the subset shown in Fig. 5 .
The impact of an impro v ed cadence is also demonstrated by the
omparison between the first detection distributions of the ZTF I and
I public simulations. For ZTF I public, the median phase of first
etection is 8–10 d after explosion. In the ZTF II public survey, the
edian detection phase is systematically lower by ∼1 d for each

f the light-curve types. The change from 3- to 2 d cadence is
herefore directly reflected in the phases of reco v ered transients.
iven that the typical lifetimes of excesses are � 5 d ho we ver, for
oth surv e y plans we would e xpect the majority of SNe Ia to show
o signs of an e xcess, ev en if the y all actually had one, as they are
imply not observed early enough. Nevertheless, in ZTF I public, 
0.02 per cent (1.5 per cent) of first detections for models without

xcesses occur within 1 d (3 d) of explosion, while 0.4–0.5 per cent
5.6–7.3 per cent) of first detections have occurred for models with
n excess. In ZTF II public, this increases slightly to ∼0.03 per cent
2.3 per cent) for no excess and 0.6–0.7 per cent (8.4–11.1 per cent)
or models with an e xcess. The impro v ed cadence in ZTF II is
herefore consistent with the prediction from our toy simulations that 

oving from a 3 d cadence to 2 d should result in ∼50 per cent more
oung SNe Ia being disco v ered. Our simulations indicate that the
TF high cadence surv e y could show up to approximately an order
f magnitude increase in the number of young SNe Ia disco v ered
elative to a 3 d cadence surv e y. While this is slightly higher than
xpected based on our toy simulations, the high cadence surv e y plan
o v ered a smaller area and time-span and therefore is less affected
y, for example, weather losses than the public surv e ys. We again
ote that the model light curves used in this study extend up to
nly a few days after maximum light. While the absolute number
MNRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Distribution of rest-frame first detection phase for each of our surv e y plans and early light-curve classifications. Vertical dashed lines show the median 
detection phase for each surv e y plan. 

Figure 8. Distribution of the times between first detection and previous 
non-detection. Vertical dashed lines show the median for each surv e y plan. 
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f transients reco v ered at early times will obviously not change, the
elative proportion of these to the total number of reco v ered transients
ill. Therefore, given that the overall number of recovered transients

s underestimated � 13 per cent (Section 5.1 ), these early reco v ery
ractions should be considered to be upper limits with conserv ati ve
elative uncertainties of 1–2 per cent. 

Although our simulations have focused on SNe Ia, these results,
nd the efficiencies shown in Fig. 5 , should be broadly applicable
o other SNe types. Given that the recovery efficiency of SNe Ia at
 d after explosion is approximately 20 × higher for those with an
xcess compared to those without, we would therefore expect that the
ajority of SNe Ia disco v ered at 1 d after explosion would contain

n excess. This does ho we ver assume that SNe Ia with or without
n excess are equally likely and the only limitation is our ability
o detect sufficiently early. The fact that samples of young SNe Ia
o not show such an o v erabundance of excesses indicates that they
ust instead be relatively rare. This point is discussed further in
ection 6.2 . 
In Fig. 8 , we show the distribution of non-detection phases for

ach of our surv e y plans. Here we define the non-detection phase as
he time between the first 5 σ detection and previous non-detection.
or the high cadence survey plan, ∼75 per cent of recovered

ransients have a non-detection within 1 d of the first detection,
NRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
hile all transients have previous non-detections within ∼5 d. As
t also includes observations of high cadence fields, the ZTF I surv e y
lan shows a slightly higher fraction of non-detections within 1 d
ompared to both public plans, ho we ver the median phase of non-
etection is ∼3 d. For ZTF I and II public, the difference in their
edian non-detection phases (3 d and 2 d, respectively) is again

epresentative of the difference in cadence for the surv e y strate gies.
or ZTF I public, ∼10 per cent of all reco v ered transients do not have
 previous non-detection. In ZTF II public, this drops to � 4 per cent,
o we ver this may also be due to the shorter length of the survey
imulated. 

.3 Early detections as a function of absolute magnitude 

n Fig. 9 , we show the impact of both absolute magnitude and redshift
n the reco v ery statistics at different times for our ZTF I surv e y plan
imulations. Fig. 9 directly demonstrates the sensitivity of ZTF to
arly excesses at various redshifts. We separate all of the reco v ered
ransients into discrete, two-dimensional bins across redshift and
bsolute magnitude. Redshift bins are set to each encompass an equal
olume, while the absolute magnitude bins contain an equal number
f models. The absolute magnitudes are measured at 1 and 3 d after
xplosion. With the magnitude and redshift bins defined, we calculate
he fraction of reco v ered transients that were detected before each
ime within each bin. Fig. 9 indicates the redshift at which each
bsolute magnitude would be observed with various signal-to-noise
atios. Similar plots for our ZTF I and II public, and high cadence
urv e y plans are shown in Figs A1 , A2 , and A3 respectively. 

Within 1 d of e xplosion, man y of the models without an excess
re still experiencing the so-called dark phase (Piro & Nakar 2013 ),
he time between explosion and the first light emerging from the
N. Hence, none of our models without bumps are brighter than
pproximately M g = −15.3. In contrast, none of our models with
arly excesses are fainter than M g = −10.3. 

Fig. 9 shows that the impact of the different early light-curve
ehaviours on the reco v ery efficiencies is clearly apparent. The
eco v ery ef ficiencies follo w the expected trends, sho wing a greater
roportion of early detections for SNe brighter at theses phases and at
ow redshift. For example, within the first redshift bin ( z � 0.027), for
ransients brighter than M g = −15.3 at 1 d (i.e. those with an excess)
3–16 per cent of reco v ered transients are first detected within 1 d of
xplosion. These SNe should be observed with high signal-to-noise
atios of � 10. These percentages steadily decrease out to higher
edshifts and drop below ∼1 per cent at z = 0.05, where the signal-to-
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Figure 9. Fraction of reco v ered transients from the ZTF I surv e y plan detected before certain times as a function of absolute magnitude at that time and 
redshift. Times shown here are 1 d and 3 d post-explosion. In each row, we show the fraction for all transients and each of our early light-curve classifications 
separately. We also note the different scales for colours in each row. Black dashed lines show the redshift at which a given absolute magnitude is observed with 
signal-to-noise ratios of 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100. We note the different scales for the top and bottom panels. 
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oise ratio is � 3. For somewhat fainter models, those with an excess
ypically show higher reco v ery efficiencies than those without. In
ur first redshift bin, for models with −15 � M g � −13.5, only
–7 per cent of detections occur within 1 d of explosion for models
ithout an excess compared to 8–13 per cent for models with a bump
r shoulder. Although all models are binned here based on their 
bsolute magnitudes at 1 d after explosion, the increased recovery 
fficiency of models with an excess is due to their overall faster rise
uring this time. Hence, their average luminosity is higher for times
 1 d after explosion compared to models without an excess, which

re likely just exiting the dark phase. We also find that models with
arly excesses are observable to slightly higher redshifts compared to 
odels without excesses within the same absolute magnitude bins. 
For z � 0.05, 32–45 per cent of all detections occur within 3 d

f explosion for bright models (those that are brighter than M g =
17.5 at 3 d after e xplosion). Ev en out to the high-redshift limit

f our simulations, z = 0.1, as many as ∼11 per cent of detections
ccur within 3 d of explosion for these models. At these redshifts, the
ignal-to-noise ratio is 5–10. In contrast, for the faintest magnitude 
in ( M g � −13) and lowest redshift bin, less than 1 per cent of
etections occur within 3 d of explosion for those models without 
n excess. The signal-to-noise ratio of these models is � 10. This
ercentage increases to ∼22 per cent for models with bumps. 
Comparing Figs A1 and A2 , we again show that a ∼50 per cent

ncrease in the number of young SNe Ia reco v ered should be expected
or the higher cadence ZTF II public surv e y. F or low redshift, bright
Ne Ia, typically ∼10 per cent (39 per cent) of detections occur within
 d (3 d) of explosion for models with an excess in the ZTF I public
urv e y, while within ZTF II public this increases to ∼16 per cent
55 per cent). Similarly for the bright models without an excess at
ow redshift, ∼4 per cent (28 per cent) of detections should occur
ithin 1 d (3 d) of explosion in ZTF I public, compared to ∼6 per cent

42 per cent) for ZTF II public. 

.4 Summary 

ur simulations demonstrate the relative proportions of young SNe Ia
hat should be detected by ZTF and provide quantified reco v ery
fficiencies to assess the likelihood of disco v ery. Of those transients
eco v ered by our simulations, a significantly higher fraction of
etections are made within the first few days of explosion for models
ith an excess compared to those without. Although the number of
oung SNe Ia disco v ered by surv e ys is somewhat small, there is no
uch strong preference for those with excesses. This would indicate 
hat flux excesses (at least those as bright as predicted by simulations)

ust be relatively rare. The comparison between our ZTF I and II
ublic surv e y plans also shows that the impro v ed cadence of ZTF II
hould produce a ∼50 per cent increase in the number of young SNe
isco v ered. Similarly, the ZTF high cadence surv e y should result in
pproximately up to an order of magnitude increase in the number
f young SNe disco v ered. While the area of the high cadence surv e y
s also approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the public
urv e ys, the significantly impro v ed temporal resolution should allow
or the shapes of the early light curves to be better resolved and hence
rovide more meaningful constraints on the early excess. Although 
ur simulations have focused on models of SNe Ia, we expect that
his is also broadly applicable to other SNe types. 
MNRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
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 RATES  

iven the recovery efficiencies described in Section 5 , we can now
lace limits on the contribution of SNe Ia with excesses to the o v erall
Ne Ia rate. We first verify the reliability of our simulations by
pplying our efficiencies to calculating the o v erall rate of SNe Ia. 

.1 Rate of SNe Ia 

o calculate the rate of normal SNe Ia, we follow a similar method
o that described by Frohmaier et al. ( 2019 ) for PTF, a precursor to
TF. The rate of SNe Ia is defined as 

 v ( z) = 

1 

V �T 

N ∑ 

i= 1 

1 + z i 

εi 

, (2) 

hich counts the number of SNe Ia, N , that exploded within a given
olume V and timespan � T . Time dilation effects for each SN redshift
re accounted for by the inclusion of the factor 1 + z i . Each SN is
lso weighted by the reco v ery efficienc y, ε, which accounts for any
imilar SNe Ia that simply were not detected by the surv e y. The
olume V is given by 

 = 

� 

41253 

4 π

3 

[ 

c 

H 0 

∫ z 2 

z 1 

dz √ 

	M 

(1 + z) 3 + 	
 

) 

] 3 

Mpc 3 , (3) 

here z 1 and z 2 give the redshift boundaries o v er which the rate will
e calculated and � gives the surv e y area in deg 2 . Here, we assume
M 

= 0.3, 	
 

= 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . 
We use the sample of ZTF SNe Ia presented by Yao et al. ( 2019 ) to

alculate the SNe Ia rate. This sample includes 127 SNe Ia observed
uring the partnership high cadence surv e y that were disco v ered
t very early times (more than ten rest-frame days before B -band
aximum) and therefore will form the basis for our estimates of the

raction of SNe Ia with excesses. As our simulations only include
edshifts up to z = 0.1, we exclude higher redshift SNe from the
ollowing rate calculation, leaving a sample size of 90. 

For the remaining SNe, we assign a weight based on the product
f the reco v ery efficienc y and spectroscopic completeness for the
N redshift. We determine the reco v ery efficienc y by applying the
ame selection criteria used by Yao et al. ( 2019 ) (see their table 1)
o our high cadence surv e y plan simulations calculated with the full
siao et al. ( 2007 ) template light curve. These selection criteria are

herefore stricter than those used thus far (two 5 σ detections at any
ime), but as they are the same as what was applied to the observed
ample they allow for a direct comparison between simulations and
bservations. As part of their criteria Yao et al. ( 2019 ) also require
hat reference images for each SN are obtained earlier than 25 d be-
ore B -band maximum light. Approximately 81 per cent of SNe meet
his specific criterion. As our simulations do not include reference
mages, we assume a ∼81 per cent likelihood that each SN would
ass this selection cut and adjust the reco v ery efficienc y accordingly.
he spectroscopic completeness is given by Fremling et al. ( 2020 )
nd Perley et al. ( 2020 ), who estimate that ZTF is � 95 per cent
pectroscopically complete down to m peak < 18.5 and 75–89 per cent
omplete at m peak < 19. We convert this to a redshift dependence,
ssuming a typical absolute magnitude for SNe Ia of M g = −19.2. 

Summing o v er the 90 SNe Ia in the sample and appropriate weight-
ngs, as in equation ( 2 ), we calculate a SN Ia rate for this sample of
 v = 2.56 ± 0.24 (stat) ± 0.06 (sys) × 10 −5 SNe yr −1 Mpc −3 . We
stimate the statistical uncertainty as proportional to 

√ 

N , where N
 90. Here the systematic uncertainty includes only the uncertainty

esulting from spectroscopic completeness variations. For the PTF
NRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
Ne Ia sample, Frohmaier et al. ( 2019 ) calculate an SN Ia rate of
 v = 2.43 ± 0.29 (stat) + 0 . 33 

−0 . 19 (sys) × 10 −5 SNe yr −1 Mpc −3 . The
greement between both rates estimates demonstrates the reliability
f our simulations and how the same selection criteria applied to our
imulations results in a consistent SN Ia rate. We may therefore apply
ew cuts to both our simulations and the Yao et al. ( 2019 ) sample that
ill allow us to directly estimate the fraction of SNe Ia with an excess.

.2 The intrinsic fraction of SNe Ia with an early excess 

he agreement between the SNe Ia rates calculated using our
imulations in Section 6.1 and literature values demonstrates the
alidity of these simulations. Given this, we now look to use
IMSURVEY to constrain the fraction of SNe Ia that could have an
arly excess. If a large fraction of SNe Ia result from mechanisms
hat produce an excess, the number of SNe disco v ered shortly after
xplosion should be higher than if only a few SNe contain an excess.
herefore, given the sample of young SNe Ia from Yao et al. ( 2019 ),
, we wish to calculate the most likely fraction of SNe Ia with an

xcess, R x , that reproduces the number of SNe discovered by ZTF
n the sample. In other words the highest P ( R x | O). 

To do this, we perform additional simulations whereby we vary
he fraction of SNe Ia with an excess and count the number, N , that
eet the selection criteria used in Yao et al. ( 2019 ) and Section 6.1

t various time intervals. As we are interested in directly comparing
he number of SNe Ia from our simulations to those observed, we
se the rate calculated in Section 6.1 (2.56 × 10 −5 SNe yr −1 Mpc −3 )
ather than simply injecting a fixed number of 100 000 transients. We
ssume that R x is between 0–100 per cent and repeat our simulations
0 000 times with the injected models randomly sampled for each
teration from those presented in Section 2 . We apply the same cuts
o our simulations as used in Yao et al. ( 2019 ) and Section 6.1 .

e further count the number of SNe passing these cuts that were
bserved between 0–1, 1–2, and 2–3 d after explosion, and between
 d after explosion and maximum light. In focusing on the very
arly times in this way, we will be more sensitive to the number
f SNe Ia with an excess. Fig. 10 shows the distributions of the
umber of SNe Ia reco v ered across the 10 000 iterations for each R x .
nsurprisingly, Fig. 10 shows that as the fraction of SNe containing

n excess increases, the number of discoveries at early times also
ncreases. F or e xample, if 100 per cent of SNe Ia contained an excess,
ur simulations indicate that a median of ∼22 would be detected
arlier than 1 d. In comparison, if 0 per cent of SNe Ia contained an
xcess, only a median of ∼2 would be detected. 

The distributions shown in Fig. 10 give the probability of detecting
 SNe in each time bin, assuming some fraction, R x , of the intrinsic

opulation contains an excess, P ( N | R x ). From Bayes theorem,
 ( N | R x ) ∝ P ( R x | N ). Hence, if N was exactly known from the
bservations, then to determine P ( R x | O) we would simply need to
ount the number of simulations, out of 10 000, for which N SNe
ere detected. The explosion time of each SN ho we ver is not known
recisely and therefore the number of SNe detected within a given
in will vary depending on the assumed explosion dates. To account
or this, we marginalize o v er the e xplosion times. By comparing to
odels from Magee et al. ( 2020 ), Deckers et al. ( 2022 ) estimated the

xplosion time for most SNe Ia in the Yao et al. ( 2019 ) sample. For
0 000 iterations, we randomly sample the probability distributions
or the explosion time of each SN from Deckers et al. ( 2022 ) and
alculate the number of SNe reco v ered within the time bins. These
istributions are shown in Fig. 11 and hence provide the probability
f detecting N SNe given the sample of observations O , P ( N | O ).
he probability P ( R x | O) is therefore given by the summation o v er
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Figure 10. Number of SNe Ia reco v ered within various time bins, assuming a given fraction contain an excess at early times. For each fraction, we show the 
distribution in the number reco v ered across 10 000 surv e y simulations with randomly sampled input models. 

Figure 11. Number of SNe Ia reco v ered from ZTF within various time bins. The number of SNe Ia reco v ered in each bin is sensitive to the assumed explosion 
date, which is not known precisely. We perform 10 000 iterations whereby the explosion time of each SN is randomly sampled from the distributions found by 
Deckers et al. ( 2022 ). Each histogram shows the spread in the number of SNe reco v ered assuming these explosion times. 
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ll possible values of N and the product of individual probabilities 
ithin each time bin, j 

 ( R x | O) ∝ 

∏ 

j 

( ∞ ∑ 

N= 0 

P ( N | O) P ( N | R x ) 

) 

j 

. (4) 

he resultant probability distribution for the fraction of SNe Ia 
ontaining an excess is shown in Fig. 12 . 

From Fig. 12 , we find R x ∼ 28 + 13 
−11 per cent . With � 95 per cent

onfidence, we can exclude that � 7 per cent or � 55 per cent of
Ne Ia contain an excess. Therefore, while some SNe Ia show signs
f an excess, it is highly likely that most SNe Ia do not result from
echanisms that produce early excess emission. In addition, they 

ould be somewhat common and account for approximately one in 
our SNe Ia. 

 DISCUSSION  

.1 Comparisons with previous estimates of the early excess 
ate 

omparing the reco v ered SNe Ia from our simulations to those
eco v ered within ZTF, we estimate that the intrinsic rate of SNe Ia
ith an early excess is ∼ 28 + 13 

−11 per cent of the overall population. We 
lso exclude fractions of � 7 per cent or � 55 per cent at a 95 per cent
onfidence level (Fig. 12 ). 

Based on various samples of young SNe Ia, the fraction observed 
ith an excess of flux at early times is estimated to range from 14 to
5 per cent. Magee et al. ( 2020 ) present a series of radiative transfer
odels assuming different 56 Ni distributions and demonstrate the 

trong impact this has on the luminosity at early times. Comparing
hese models to a sample of literature objects observed approximately 
 weeks before maximum light, they estimate that ∼22 per cent of the
Ne Ia in their sample are inconsistent with their models and hence
MNRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
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ould show evidence for early excesses. Deckers et al. ( 2022 ) use the
ame method of model comparisons and compare to the sample of
oung ZTF SNe Ia from Yao et al. ( 2019 ) used in Section 6 for our
ate calculations. They argue that ∼18 per cent could show signs of
n excess. 

Rather than comparisons against model light curves, Jiang et al.
 2018 ) use a visual classification scheme to estimate the early excess
raction. Here, early excesses are defined as either ‘spikes’, ‘bumps’,
r generally having a broad light curve (relative to SN 2012cg).
iang et al. ( 2018 ) estimate that ∼35 per cent of the SNe in their
old sample can be classified as having an early e xcess. The y also
ote ho we ver that the fraction of SNe Ia with an excess is highly
ependent on the SN subclass. Finally, Jiang et al. ( 2020 ) present a
andful of young SNe Ia observed as part of the HSC-SSP surv e y
nd estimate an early excess rate of ∼14 per cent based on power-law
ts to the early light curve. 
The previously mentioned studies estimate the fraction of SNe Ia

bserved with an excess. As they are based on which SNe are
bserved, this may not be reflective of the intrinsic excess population.
 or e xample, SNe Ia with an excess are brighter at early times and
ence could be o v errepresented in such samples. At the same time,
f the explosion epoch is estimated to be later than the true value
hen the lack of an excess could simply be due to the fact that
t has faded away by the beginning of observations and not that no
xcess was present. These cases would cause the excess fraction to be
nderestimated. In contrast, our simulations and analysis naturally
ccount for excess SNe Ia being brighter and uncertainty in the
xplosion epochs. We find that our estimate for the intrinsic rate of

28 + 13 
−11 per cent is consistent with most estimates for the observed

ate from the literature. 

.2 Implications for SNe Ia progenitors and explosion 

echanisms 

rom our simulations of multiple different scenarios producing
ux excesses at early times (such as double detonations, 56 Ni
lumps, and companion or circumstellar material interaction), we
nd that o v erall such e xcesses are somewhat rare, but could account
or approximately one in four SNe Ia. In spite of this, many of
he individual mechanisms proposed struggle in some way with
eproducing the majority of the flux excess SNe Ia that have been
bserved to date. 
Kasen ( 2010 ) estimate that, for all types of companion stars, the

ignature due to companion interaction would only be observable
n � 10 per cent of cases. The observed number of young SNe Ia
rom Yao et al. ( 2019 ) is consistent with a population in which
0 per cent contain an excess (within the 95 per cent confidence
egion); ho we ver, the companion interaction scenario struggles to
eproduce many of the observed flux excesses. For example, the
est-fitting model presented by Hosseinzadeh et al. ( 2017 ) for the
arly light curve of SN 2017cb v o v erpredicts the UV flux. A similar
ssue is also observed by Miller et al. ( 2020 ) fitting the optical colours
f SN 2019yvq. The disagreement between early light curves of this
cenario and observations could result from some assumptions or
issing physics; ho we ver, companion interaction is also expected to

roduce late-time H or He emission, which has yet to be observed in
arly excess SNe Ia (e.g. Sand et al. 2018 ; Siebert et al. 2020 ). 

Many of the observable signatures of companion interaction are
imilar to those produced by interaction with circumstellar material
CSM), which has also been suggested for some SNe Ia with flux
xcesses. Here, the lack of strong H or He emission at late times could
e explained if CSM was H- and He-deficient and instead dominated
NRAS 513, 3035–3049 (2022) 
y other elements, such as C. This may be similar to what is required
or some SNe Ia with excesses; ho we ver, it also brings challenges if
ne attempts to explain the majority of the population. For example,
iang et al. ( 2018 ) argue that 100 per cent of the 91T-like SNe in
heir sample show evidence for early e xcesses. The y argue that the
hort-lived C features seen in such SNe are inconsistent with a C/O-
ominated CSM such as that produced by a merger. More models
f interaction with H- and He-deficient CSM are required to fully
nderstand the signatures that should be expected and hence the
xtent to which this scenario may or may not be excluded for some
r all early excess SNe Ia. 
Similarly, mechanisms producing red excesses, such as 56 Ni

lumps or double detonation explosions, are also likely ruled out
s producing a significant fraction of SNe Ia with excesses. In these
ases, while the decay of radioactive material near the surface of the
jecta can reproduce the shape of the excess, the colours produced
round maximum light are significantly redder than normal SNe Ia,
nd indeed most early excess SNe Ia (e.g. Magee & Maguire 2020 ;
agee et al. 2021 ). Some red early excess SNe Ia do exist, ho we ver,

uch as SN 2016jhr, which Jiang et al. ( 2017 ) argue is consistent with
 double detonation explosion. 

In summary, considering each of the different early excess sce-
arios used as part of this work, many of them produce similar
bservables (in terms of the excess luminosity and duration) and
ence may be considered equally viable from our rate estimate. More
etailed studies including colour and spectral e volution, ho we ver,
ave shown that this is not the case and therefore it is unlikely that
ny one of the scenarios considered here could fully explain the

28 + 13 
−11 per cent of SNe Ia with an excess that is estimated from our

imulations. Each of the scenarios may be relatively rare on their
 wn, but gi v en their similar light-curv e shapes at early times the
ombined effect o v erall could be that early excesses in general are
ore common. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this work, we presented the first simulations specifically testing
he reco v ery efficienc y of young SNe Ia with and without an excess
f flux. Such e xcesses hav e only been observed in a handful of cases;
o we ver, it is unclear whether this is because they are intrinsically
are or whether this is due to the difficulty in observing SNe Ia
ufficiently early. 

Using SIMSURVEY , we simulated four surv e y strate gies, each based
n observing logs from ZTF. As input for our simulations, we used
 xisting radiativ e transfer models of SNe Ia from the literature. This
et of models co v ers a broad range of early light-curve luminosities
nd shapes, and includes models producing early excesses from
ompanion interaction, 56 Ni clumps, and helium shell detonations. 

F or each surv e y strate gy, we ran multiple simulations with each
f the different input models considered. Our simulations show
hat the typical reco v ery efficienc y of the ZTF 3 d cadence public
urv e y (where reco v ery is defined as having two 5 σ detections) is
52 per cent. In this surv e y, we also find that only � 1.5 per cent

f detections occur within the first 3 d following explosion for
odels without an excess. Models with an excess are of course more

uminous at early times and therefore ∼5.6–7.3 per cent of detections
ccur within the first 3 d. Since late 2020, the ZTF public surv e y has
ncreased its observing cadence to 2 d and our simulations indicate
hat this should result in a ∼50 per cent increase in the number of
Ne Ia detections made during the first few days of explosion. Our
imulations also sho w, ho we ver, that if all SNe Ia did contain an
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xcess, � 30 per cent would be detected early enough for this to be
bserv ed, ev en for a 2 d cadence surv e y. 
From our surv e y simulations, we determine the reco v ery efficienc y

s a function of absolute magnitude and redshift. Using these 
eco v ery efficiencies, we calculate the rate of SNe Ia within ZTF
y applying the same selection criteria as Yao et al. ( 2019 ) and
omparing to their sample of young SNe Ia. Using this SNe Ia rate,
e perform additional simulations whereby we vary the fraction of 
Ne Ia that contain an e xcess. F or each fraction, we calculate the
umber of young SNe Ia expected to be discovered within various 
ime bins. By comparing to the number of SNe Ia in these same time
ins from the Yao et al. ( 2019 ) sample, we find that ∼ 28 + 13 

−11 per cent
f SNe Ia could contain an excess, which is consistent with previous
stimates from the literature. 

The origin of early excesses in SNe Ia is unknown. Multiple 
cenarios have been proposed and, given the diversity in excesses 
bserved, it is probable that multiple scenarios are required. While 
ur simulations have constrained the excess rate to ∼ 28 + 13 

−11 per cent , 
o place limits on the rate of each scenario is a challenging prospect
nd likely requires a larger sample of observed SNe Ia with excesses.
ortunately, the increased cadence of ZTF II will provide a significant 

ncrease in the number of young SNe Ia detected, which will pro v e
nvaluable for adding further constraints to the early excess origins. 
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Figure A1. As in Fig. 9 for the 
ZTF I public surv e y plan. 
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Figure A2. As in Fig. 9 for the ZTF II public surv e y plan. 

Figure A3. As in Fig. 9 for the high cadence surv e y plan. 
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